
Schmucknadeln und Accessoires mit Glasperlen und Charms
Instructions No. 360

Colourful Glass beads tone in tone combinations are totally hip and incredibly versatile. Threaded onto large stitched lobsters as a
decoration for your bag or scarf, as a summery or lavishly Bracelet decorated key ring, the rule here is: All is permitted, what pleases.

Jewellery tinkering for the bag

Knot together three imitation leather straps about 30 cm long and braid them. Knot the ends in the desired length. Thread the Glass beads on prism pins,
shorten them with the side cutter and bend an eyelet at the end. Add the wire
above the last Pearl bend it to the side at right angles and roll it up to the eye with the round nose pliers.

Bend up the metal rings, thread on the rocailles and close the rings again. Combine the different jewellery elements, Glass beads etc. and connect them with
eyelets or small rings 

Thread the braided Ribbon on the stitch repeater and insert the decorative elements in between. slide the Ribbon and pendant onto the closed side of the mesh
hanger. Design small flowers from imitation leather tape and fix them with super glue and sew on Glass beads on both sides.

Making pearl rings



Filling the prism pins Mesh latch as a decorative needle

Article number Article name Qty
361033 Mesh Hatch 1
634281-50 Imitation leather strap, 3mm x 5mGreen 3
671101-02 Chain pins, with one eyelet, 100pcs., 32mmSilver-Plated 1
671125-02 Prism pins with plate, 100 pcs., 32 mmSilver-Plated 1
671132-02 Prism Stite with plate, 100 pcs., 45 mmSilver-Plated 1
670999-02 Regulation chain, 5 pcsSilver-Plated 1
648776 Metal bead "Flower", 6 pieces 1
578554 Shell beads, colourful mix, 100 g 1
670746 VBS Key ring with snap hook 1
970014 VBS Assortment of pliers, set of 3 1
711210 VBS Key ring with lock 1
634281-39 Imitation leather strap, 3mm x 5mPink 1

Article information:
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